Abstract
Graphite has a 60 year history as a moderator in nuclear reactors and its radiation damage is thus a mature research field. The structures and reactions we propose here could help rationalize unsolved puzzles and quantitative inadequacies in the accepted wisdom. If they are confirmed experimentally, the improved understanding of current empirical models should bear directly on the design of next generation fission and fusion nuclear reactors and on the operation and decommissioning of current graphite moderated reactors.
Historically, the consensus had evolved that radiation-created interstitial atoms aggregate to form new graphite sheets (graphenes)(1). In the last decade or so high resolution electron microscopy (HREM) has produced striking images of graphene sheets, side on, including carbon nanotubes of single, double or multiwalled nature (2) . In the analysis of graphite damaged by particle radiation (electrons, neutrons or ions), such HREM images (3, 4) reveal bending and breaking of sheets, but little or no evidence of the growth of new sheets from the aggregation of interstitial atoms. This is a problem for the standard (atomic displacement) model for radiation damage of graphite and the traditional explanation for dimensional changes and energy storage, which invoke point defect aggregation into new sheets. In this article we show that the standard model has problems and that instead, the indirect evidence points to the importance of buckling and folding of sheets. A speculation by Jenkins(5) anticipates the possible importance of buckling, at least for large doses.
It is not unreasonable to suppose that such buckling and folding could be intrinsic to all layered materials, albeit in varying degrees dependent on the rigidity of the layers and the strength of the interlayer interactions.
There has been a very recent wide-ranging review of radiation damage in graphite (6) to which we refer the reader. Figure 1 (a) contains some essential features. It is a schematic of dimensional changes in highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) as a function of neutron dose at different temperatures. Fractional dimensional changes parallel to c, i.e. ΔX c /X c , are linear to parabolic and do not saturate with dose above 250 o C. Above this temperature they are sigmoidal, i.e. eventually saturate. The lower dashed curves, perpendicular to c, i.e. ΔX a /X a , show basal plane contraction, originally thought to be due to the aggregation of vacancies into lines which heal and contract basal dimensions(1). Figure 1(b) Annealing of radiation damage performed at 20K (7, 8) Turning to the storage of energy, this occurs during radiation damage mainly at temperatures below 250 o C. The release of stored (or Wigner) energy from irradiated graphite is normally monitored by ramping the temperature linearly with time. The resulting energy release as a function of temperature is generally interpreted as a set of energy traps releasing in sequence as their different release activation energies become accessible with the rising temperature. For cryogenic irradiations, figure 1(b), energy release starts at liquid nitrogen temperature (77K). Wigner energy is thought to be largely in the form of point defect formation energies which release as point defects aggregate or annihilate. The pronounced 200 o C peak can release more heat than the heat capacity of the graphite, and so cause runaway temperature rises. It has been identified as the cause of the 1957 accident in Windscale Pile 1(9), although we note that current operational reactors operate well above 250 o C and are not susceptible to it. One of the first quantitative applications of our DFT technique to this problem (10) showed that the annihilation of the intimate Frenkel pair with activation energy 1.3-1.4 eV could be an important contribution to this peak, and subsequent HREM studies of interwall defects in double walled nanotubes (2) appear to reinforce this finding.
Aggregation of interstitials causes prismatic dislocation loops which have long been seen in weak beam transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (11) and thus invoked as key to the radiation damage process (1, 12). The migration energy of the interstitial can be deduced to be ca. 1.2 eV from the activation energy of aggregation into interstitial loops (13, 14) . We have confirmed this value is at least a lower bound directly by saddle point location using DFT calculation. Movement of interstitials at 77K is thus ruled out and the standard model cannot explain the data of figure 1(b). Even if the interstitial could be sufficiently mobile, the amounts of dimensional change arising from the prismatic loops of the standard model are reported as less than a half, and most often a tenth, of the measured changes (14) .
We also rule out the possibility that small defect clusters can substantially change interlayer spacings, as has been invoked in the interpretation of small angle cold neutron scattering measurements (15) . None of the defect cluster structures we have studied can realistically account for the large differential dimensional changes seen at, for instance, 200 o C in figure 1(a). Nor can the cluster formation be easily reversible, since dimer formation is exothermic by 3 eV (16).
Finally in summarising experimental evidence we note X-ray diffraction experiments on neutron irradiated natural graphite, using both oscillating and precession X-ray diffraction techniques. These show two distinct features: one is consistent with rods passing through all hki0 reflexions (17) and the other, diffuse streaks along all hk rel-lines (18) . The only satisfactory explanation of the first is translation of layers by random amounts in the [11 0] direction (but this was rejected because there was no known mechanism to generate them) and the likely explanation for the second is the appearance and growth of line defects. The formation and movement of basal dislocations consequent upon neutron irradiation are well documented for low doses (11) . Basal dislocations cause basal plane shifts and are line defects. They are thus the most obvious and economical explanation for both these diffraction features and for physical property changes as we shall show below.
First we rehearse and refine our preliminary proposal of graphene buckling on a nanometer scale (19) as the principal structural change in graphite upon irradiation below 250 o C. This is the only model of radiation damage to date that is motivated by first principles calculation in atomistic detail. We note that there has been some speculation about buckling, and in particular of the circumstance where the cores of non-basal edge dislocations, i.e. l =[0001], b = [1-100] give rise to interlayer bonds(5). These dislocations, whose structure and movement has been analysed by one of us with first principles calculations (20) , are completely different in character from basal dislocations and their formation is much hindered by requiring the breaking of C-C bonds. It does not seem likely that this form of interlayer pinning will dominate over the point-defect based mechanisms proposed here.
Then we move on to a further proposal (21) , that higher temperature damage is characterized by folding of the layers (and the formation of the ruck and tuck defect). It appears that historical models were principally informed by ideas of a two dimensional gas of point defects condensing in different ways, with the graphite layers providing a more or less rigid framework within which motion occurred. Here we add a new concept -deformation of the layers -and we provide a way of understanding this deformation through innovations in dislocation theory of layered materials, invoking observable defects (basal dislocations).
Turning first to the new model for irradiation damage below 250
o C, the most remarkable and almost universal feature of point defects that we have studied with DFT, i.e. the spiro-interstitial, di-interstitial, interplanar divacancy and intimate Frenkel pair, is the formation of strong interlayer bonds (22) and this is the key evidence in understanding the role of basal dislocations and buckling.
Whenever one sheet is linked in two places to another of different length, the result is buckling -compression buckling of the longer sheet is easier than stretching of the shorter, which tends to stay close to its unstrained length. The two graphene sheets either side of the glide plane in a basal dislocation differ in length by the edge component of the Burgers vector. The core of a basal dislocation in a simple model is approximately 4nm (23) . It is uncertain if buckling can occur for an isolated dislocation. However, when the core is artificially localized by pinning points or when the dislocation interacts with another of opposite sign in a nearby interplanar region, buckling can occur. This is clearly illustrated in the supercell of figure 2(a), of original dimensions |c|, 10|a|, and √3|a| , i.e. 0.67nm, 2.46 nm, 0.426 nm. Removing a lattice vector, |a|, of material from one sheet shortens it to 9|a| and produces an average supercell width of 9½|a|. Optimization of geometry and superlattice vectors shows that the buckling attains the highest wavelength possible (the supercell width) and the dimensional changes are ΔX a /X a = −5% and ΔX c /X c = 63%, i.e. buckling is clearly capable of reproducing curves of Figure 1(a) . While being a simple and appealing two dimensional model of graphite damaged below 250 o C, it is striking also as a new material, featuring buckled sheets. A simplified generalisation to three dimensions invokes buckling along different directions in different planes and more generally, crumpled sheets where the direction of buckling varies within the same sheet, but the two dimensional model captures most of the physics, and applies where the length of the defect greatly exceeds its width.
Dislocation theory offers the most compact and helpful description of this structure of figure 2(a). It is lattice of supercells each containing a climb dipole of perfect basal edge dislocations (of axes, l =<1 00>, Burgers vector, b =⅓ a <11 0> and separation ½ c<0001>). Climb dipoles do not glide on the same plane. If they were to glide on the same plane (i.e. the interlayer space) they would annihilate, restoring graphite structure and releasing energy. However in our structure the two infinite half-planes which arise from the edge component collapse to form a complete crystal plane and a column of extra material (which is the cause of the buckling). Typically, if two perfect basal edge dislocations separated by one micrometer collide to make a climb dipole, the elastic energy stored in their strain fields (which is of the order of 10 3 eV/nm-1 ) is lost, providing more than enough energy to fuel the buckling process above and hence dimensional change.
A finite macroscopic crystal of this kind cannot be stable with respect to unbuckling. A structure which should be metastable to 200 o C, is shown in Figure  2 (b). Here dislocations glide together on different planes, causing buckling and are pinned in place by interplanar bonds (in this case from spiro-interstitials). The dimensional change is ΔX a /X a = -4%, ΔX c /X c = 48%, also compatible with that achieved in experiment below 250 o C.
Interlayer defects can resist a certain (critical) shear stress before yielding and allowing the dislocation to slip past (each dislocation passage shears one plane past the other by its Burgers vector, i.e. a basal lattice vector in the case of a perfect dislocation). As the temperature increases the critical shear stress reduces by thermally activated jumping, decreasing to zero by 250 o C, when the majority of the interlayer defects either annihilate or migrate rapidly. The buckling therefore disappears at this temperature.
The amount of energy stored is 16.5 eV in the unit cell of Figure 2(b) . Approximately 2x5.7 eV should come from the two undistorted interstitials and the rest, 5.1 eV, from buckling and internal stresses -i.e. nearly one third of the energy stored in this cell is in the buckling. Modern Wigner energy measurements (24) show that 90% of stored energy is released by 300 o C -we argue this is largely from a combination of intimate Frenkel pair annihilation, buckling removal and point defect migration and aggregation. A recent molecular dynamics simulation of damage from Ar ions has appeared (25) and it demonstrates swelling from two neighbouring spiro interstitials. This can be viewed as a point-(rather than line-) defect version of Fig. 2b . It might also be regarded as confinement of a basal dislocation core, which otherwise would have a width of some 4nm (23) .
Before moving on to the rucking of planes, we note a compelling argument supporting the buckling model. Electrical resistivity parallel to the planes increases, and perpendicular to the planes decreases, with irradiation dose. The former is due to electron scattering by defects disrupting in-plane bonding and the latter is due to the extra coupling between layers from the interlayer bonds (22) . A longstanding enigma has been that annealing cryogenic (liquid Ne or He) radiation damage does not restore resistivity monotonically to its original values, but rather causes the radiation-induced trends to proceed in the same direction, as if radiation were continuing, in the early stages of annealing (26, 27) . There have been attempts to interpret this phenomenon as initial aggregation of interstitials into small clusters which can break up as the temperature is raised. For this break up to occur around 100K would seem to imply and extraordinarily fine balance of free energies between these small clusters and isolated interstitials. Contrarily, the formation of interstitial dimers has been shown to be highly exothermic (16) and largely irreversible. The rather successful quantitative model of the kinetics of loop growth is predicated on irreversible formation of C 2 units as the first nucleation step (13) .
A straightforward interpretation of this reverse annealing phenomenon is that planes may become so buckled that interlayer defects cannot form. Instead, interstitials, for example, can only be adatoms associated with one plane (Figure  3a) . In the first annealing stages the unbuckling allows their conversion into interlayer defects, giving all the appearance of continued irradiation (Figure 3b ). Having put forward the case for the formation of buckled graphite in irradiation below 250 o C, we turn to the folded or ruck-and-tuck graphite (21) which we suggest arises at higher temperatures.
Whereas at low temperatures basal dislocations are pinned by interlayer defects, at temperatures higher than 250 o C most such pinning points disappear (2, 10). The mean free path of basal dislocations increases unfettered and they are free to expand and mutually interact more strongly. Thus the encounters between dislocations of opposite sign on different glide planes can be multiple. A 'pile up' can contain many Burgers vectors as illustrated in figure 4 , where four perfect basal edge dislocations have piled up. Conventionally, there is an accumulation of matter at the crossing and annihilation of these four dislocations. In layered materials, the provenance of this matter is important: what belonged to one layer, still belongs to that layer. The consequence is a fold (or ruck and tuck) (figure 4(a))
As an aside, it appears ironic that a ruck in a carpet is part of the pedagogical imagery for the role of dislocations in facilitating plastic deformation in all materials (28) , yet has eluded discussion in the case of layered materialsmaterials which are most like stacks of carpets. Figure 4 illustrates the process for two sets of four basal edge dislocations which are forced by neutron collisions to pile up and glide past each other on nearby planes. The result is a 'ruck and tuck' defect (shown schematically in 4(a)), which has two alternate descriptions in dislocation theory. In addition to being considered as a pile up of climb dipoles (Figure 4(b) , where the dislocations are b =⅓ a <11 0>, l =<1 00>), it can also be regarded as an unfaulted climb dipole (Figure 4(c) , where the dislocations are b = c <0001>, l =<1 00>). Thus, formation of a prismatic climb dipole, which is close in nature to the loops of the standard model and is normally regarded as requiring climb via point defect migration, can be achieved by basal glide alone. This is a very important point: in a layered material the glide of basal edge dislocations can perform mass transport.
The existing model for c axis expansion confines itself to Frenkel pair formation and relies on the migration of interstitial atoms to disks of one layer thickness, which may or may not be sheared. Such disks are bounded by a loop of prismatic edge dislocation. These dislocations are not 'perfect' but are 'partial' since their Burgers vectors (c/2) are not lattice vectors. The model satisfies two key observations for dimensional change above 250 C: the interlayer separation by X ray diffraction, d 002 , is maintained at approximately 0.34 nm and the c axis dimension expands without apparent limit. As discussed earlier, there had been a difficulty in understanding the kinetics of growth of such disks, since the activation energy for nucleation and growth was measured to be about 1.2 eV, much greater than the then accepted range of values for interstitial migration (0.04-0.4 eV (29) . In the light of modern first principles calculations revealing that the interstitial is bonded, it can now be more easily accepted that 1.2 eV can be the effective migration energy of the interstitial in the basal plane.
The model presented here allows for the formation of columns of extra material two layers thick, corresponding to a dipole of perfect prismatic edge dislocations. The extra material has arisen uniquely from glide of basal edge dislocations. It is as though moving basal dislocations achieve mass transport by depositing part of their 'extra half plane'.
Returning to the issue of the c axis dimension appearing to expand without limit, if we were to consider the limiting case of a highly dense parallel system of ruck and tuck defects separated by one interlayer separation in the c direction and, say 10 micrometer in the a direction, then the potential dimensional change of a macroscopic piece of graphite 1cm across, is δX c /X c =1,000. Thus it does not seem impossible that dimensional change will appear continuous and nonsaturating.
The ruck and tuck formation process can be much more easily reversible than diffusive mechanisms. At very high damage temperatures (>800 o C) 60-80% of the dimensional change is unannealable (30) . Energy calculations for point defect aggregation, which is at the heart of the standard model, are always extremely endothermic making it effectively irreversible under all but extreme temperatures, so high temperature damage must involve a substantial role for the standard model. Damage at lower temperatures is, contrarily, almost completely annealable in pyrolytic carbons (30) , and thus incompatible with the standard model and indicative of the dominance of the new model, where annealing can allow the pile up process to reverse.
We note that the single dislocation dipole, especially if it has a multiple Burgers vector, could restructure into the 'ruck and tuck' defect of Figure 4 (a), but it can also be created by the sequential collisions of two or more oppositely signed basal edge dislocations gliding towards each other on nearby planes. This defect could also arise by a progressive pile up of basal dislocations. Pile up is normally resisted by the Peach Köhler force between dislocations of like-sign, but in graphite this force is strongly diminished by elastic anisotropy and the ease of accommodating material through expansion perpendicular to the planes. Figure 5 illustrates how passage of a single basal dislocation can grow the prismatic dipole. It does so by 'depositing' a segment of its extra half plane at the ruck and tuck defect. Two edge dislocations of opposite sign moving in opposite directions on neighbouring glide planes can nucleate one of these defects. Note that compression along c will suppress this climbing effect, tension along c will enhance it. Pairs gliding on more distant planes can in principle give multilayer folds (for brevity not considered here) and basal dislocations can dissociate into partials, so ruck and tuck defects do not necessarily comprise integral numbers of basal lattice vectors. We adopt the chiral index notation of carbon nanotubes to label the defects, (j,k) giving the length and direction of the folded material, and add a third index, n, for the number of layers folded. In the 'perfect' case, these are all integers, the two folds are parallel to each other and perpendicular to the chiral vector. The length of each added sheet is ® which has been found to give principal elastic constants close to those of DFT/LDA calculations. There are 80 added atoms, equivalent to two (10,0) nanotubes, and the resulting radii of curvature are between 0.22 and 0.28 nm, i.e. curvature equivalent to small zigzag nanotubes of index (6,0) to (7, 0) . The dimensional change from a comparable perfect graphite cell is ΔX a /X a = -9%, ΔX c /X c = 18%. If the line density of ruck and tuck defects of type (j,k)xn is p (line length per unit area) then the fractional c dimensional change arising from purely geometric considerations in the large l limit is where d 002 is the interlayer spacing. In this case p= 9x10 12 cm -2 . giving theoretical ΔX a /X a = -6%, ΔX c /X c = 14%; the discrepancy is due to bending of planes and finite size effects.
The amount of energy stored per atom of the ruck and tuck is 0.46 eV and the dimensional change it causes is close to volume conserving, as is found experimentally. Note that the atoms in the ruck arise from basal dislocation glide, not from Frenkel pairs. Figure 6 shows diffraction pattern simulations under conditions comparable to those of Eeles experiments (17, 18) , which relate to a nominal 200 o C neutron irradiation of Ticonderoga flake, i.e. close to the transition between buckling and ruck and tuck, and we use the latter for simulation to account for heating effects. Given the highly individual nature of graphite samples ("no two graphite samples have ever given identical X-ray patterns in every detail" (33) ) and the simplicity of the model, the agreement is very good, reproducing the relative intensities of inner and outer spots in Fig. 6a , and the diffuse streaks along 10 rel-lines in Figure 6b .
One final point concerns the different assumptions of this model and the standard one. The mean energy imparted by a reactor neutron to the nucleus of the primary knock-on atom (PKA) is 50 keV, increasing to 300 keV for a head-on collision (6), which implies an instantaneous PKA speed of O(10 6 ) ms -1 and an accompanying momentum. In the standard model, the energy is dissipated by further collisions, which create Frenkel pairs and heat (random atomic motion). We argue that the crystal anisotropy in graphite means that the momentum transfer retains some order, layers moving past other layers through the motion basal dislocations. We note that moving basal dislocations are able to carry momentum (34, 35) , behaving like relativistic objects, limited not by the speed of light but by the speed of shear waves in the solid.
It is clear that acceptance of a new model will require more experimental evidence, and that application of modern electron microscopy (high resolution in a basal direction, diffraction contrast close to prismatic direction) and diffraction techniques (X-ray and neutron) to examine basal dislocations and related defects invoked here will be important in affirming or refuting the model. In summary, we have presented two new linear structures for layered materials and given a novel and compact description in terms of dislocation theory. In the case of graphite, for which superb data exists for historical reasons, the case for these structures is strong in their two different temperature regimes. The likelihood is that most layered materials could be engineered to produce such structures with consequent novel properties. Important examples are few-layered graphene, clays, ceramic semiconductors, MgB 2 and h-BN
Methods:
The AIMPRO code (36, 37) has been used with a pdpp basis (four Gaussians per atom, each combined with an expansion up to l=1 in spherical harmonics (an l=2 function is added to one of the exponents)) and HGH pseudopotentials (38) . Special k points given by Monkhorst-Pack algorithm (39) . 
